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Take:Introduction & motivation

In Janumy 1964,
R. Langlands sent a haudwiten

letter to A. Weil, outlining

whatis today known as Langlands Program.
In this leken langlands posed two main questions/conjectives

that go
under the name

of

(i) Langlands reciprocity (on corespondence)

(ii) Langlands functoriality

and can be formulated in a local re global eating.

SS I godpotivation
Fix a positive inRge

NS,5 and letFo(N):={(i) esh (T)/c
=0 modN].

The moduliproblem Alya -> Sets
Eelliptic and ver Spee(R)

R 1- E 1,1( I ASE cyclic subgrup scheme Sin
ofuder

N

admits a course modeli space,
theso called "open" modulan

anoe YoIN),

a smooth affine cave over R.
1 ={2 +D1Iml) o}

iHOne canshow thatYOUNS(4):jo (e).=si esis
Yo(N) can be "compactified" adding the so called cmps.

One obtains a emooth projective anue Xo(N) over C such that

X =

=Xo(N) (G) =
HuP(C) has a natural structure of

Tol compactRiemann surface

One can define Sc(To(N)): =Ho X, ex) x sheat of holenaphic
different als

SICTOCNIS isknown as theDrecta space ofcuspidal modular
frmus

of weight2 and level ToINS.

Noke thatdimp S2CPo(NS) = genus
ofNoIN) =:G



One can for the Jacobian Jo(N) of NoIN) over 2. Itis an abeban

variety over ch of dimensive o such that:

Jac(X) =ex)" =jo(N) (D)
He (X, i1

For every perme I we
can from the ladic Take module

Tae) Jo(NIS = =Im Jo(N) [1] I Te

and one gel's an Radio Gabersrepresentation of Ga
=Gal(*(c)

Se:Ga -GL(Tago(NI) *gRe)
=Glzg(Ce)

FACT: ge isunamified atmimes Not dividing Ne

There isa so called becke algebra acting on SeCTo(N)), H=[Tp, prime]

I senda(STOCNIS),
where Ip is induced by a conegondence on XOIN)

E,Xo(NpS
1,H)
x,
(E,HN) HN?H unique cycli

16pS It

veroque cycle sp, ip) Xocs
4
xo(N) subgroup of order N

subyeup
uder P

FACT:16 is
a commutative and finite algebra

Assume from now on fu simplicity thatIt isa mime. This implies that

DQc isenisimple -> SICTOCNI) has a
basis of eigenfume In all

the Iecke operators;unceven the
fece eigenvalues are nativeral numbers (actually integal).

E
numalized cigentues 3 .Avery.dy (1,15)

=Hurg.ay(10Ch, R
in S2CTOIN)

fame eafCTf=if

By construction (60R (End(Jo(NI QR.
Since the Hecke

action is linea,

one can check thatit acts on Tae50(NI) VR. Moewer
the Hecke

action is

dfined over 1, so thatitcommutes with the Ga-activen on Tae(50(NI.



We have canonical identifications: comparson isven. In stab
* cohomology

House (Tae(Jo(NI), Te) -Het(JoINSa,Te) - ing(Jac(X),el
↓

16+J.IN, e) -Home)"50WII, el-Hrase/tre So(NI, e)

and
casyam Peyxe slodge theory

,)JoNl) Te? Tae (Jo(NI)

⑬ ↑

16'sing (Jaz(X), 6) =1,rng) X, DS S SECT-CNI A SONI

These identifications one all Heche equivaiant,so given a numalized ergentrum

A SICTOCNIS if we set

·Tag (J.INisesRe) FS:=
GreTae(solNis*sehe/Tr-ftl. Vel

it is notemplicing
thatwe get a two dimensional the enbepace

of

Trelo(N)) *e
which is a Ga-subemodule

Fixing a basic we get er,e:Ga-Grulche)

NE:efie?Taelef)
Er elliptic unve aver a obtained as

"JoINS Il where If
={Tel/Tf =0}

/
If. JOINS

Moreover the following "miracle" (Eichler.Shimma congruence relation)
happens.

in p pime PIN one finds that

det)-- FrobpXef,e) =-apIf) X +pX Fubp geomekiz Ferbenic

Tpf =aplf)f
we a statementofthe frum

(14,5) =h(E+,) = (erele,s) isnow
believable (and in facttref



⑤Mayof hystory

Starting from an analytic l"autrnuphie"object
f In the reductive group

Ghesch one can produce
a compatible systemofGalisequesentatives

valued in GhzCRs) inside thecohenology ofa suitable shimmer

variety, in such a way
thatthe conesponding ( functions

match.

Langlands Program Pooks fu a "good" famework
where one can conjective

land possibly realize) such conspondences for any
reductive group

G over any

global field1. One would like
theseconespondences

to be compatible

with change ofgroup and of grand field (this is the fractoriality).

As usual when a global exatement
is too hard to prove (os it is

even notclean

whatthe correctstakementshould be,
one can try toformulate suitable

"local analogues and attack these conjective first(postulating
a suitable

localglobal compatibility).



Seminal

The goal ofour
seminar is to prove

the local Langlands reciprocity for Glz,

*local field. In this ecting one can produce a unique bijection
-

-TARS 8.9 (neem
TALKS 2.3 (general theory ( TACKS10-11

isomocphiem classes
1:1 inomorphism class of

of 2-dimens, anal Fieb. ineducible emooth admissibleE semisimple WeitDeligne 3 12 E representations ofGL2(I) inI
representations K-vecte spaces

- x(e)

such that:(i)
andver.lides,PIOChrissideee

(iis there is a compatibility with basfield
theory

li.e. with twist by chackers)
TAhk 10

Under such a bijection we have that:

B ineducible WD egh-
·sruspadrequentations conespond -

TALIS 10-11
TALKS 5 - 7 ↑

pe· non-cuspidal presentations correspond towhiteWI
-

TALK 4

T11,13-1:Overnew
on
arbitintegrals & Trace formulare:

In the morf
moe advanced foots which are

also ingredients
of Rocal Langlande eciprocity for

Gha Pu
(austagten, Schalte)


